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Heed the drought warning

Mugabe in denial

France is on a journey whose
destination is still in question, says
Mohamed A ElErian.

The prospect of longterm drought
is an issue of desperate urgency,
says Mandi Smallhorne.

Is there hope for Zimbabwe
when its leader is in denial,
asks Malcom Sharara.
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Gold strengthens on the back of Cabinet changes
 report
Apr 28 2017 16:08
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▪ White South Africans have best quality of life
 IRR
▪ Gigaba: I don't speak with a forked tongue
▪ MPs grill Gigaba on radical economic
transformation

Cape Town – The gold price in rand has risen by 7.8% in
the last 12 days of the first quarter, following weakness in
the currency as a result of President Jacob Zuma’s
Cabinet reshuffle at the end of March 2017.

▪ 7 ways to achieve radical economic
transformation
▪ Premature and absurd to scrap affirmative
action, says Oliphant

According to the most recent SA Bullion Gold quarterly
report, the precious metal had a strong performance for
the first four months of 2017 ending with $1 244.85.

COMPANY SNAPSHOT

This represents an 8.2% return in dollars and a 1.2%
return in rand on the back of a considerable strengthening
in the currency before the recent reshuffle and credit
ratings downgrade.
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READ: Gold shares glimmer among gloom as banking
shares battered on JSE
“Over the last ten years – from endMarch 2007 to end
March 2017 holders of gold have been wellrewarded,”
said SA Bullion chief executive Hilton Davies in the report.
“The annualised return in rand has been 12.9% and 6.5%
in dollar.”

We're talking about...
#WEFAfrica
President Jacob Zuma.

RELATED ARTICLES
Krugerrand turns 50

‘Strong investment case’

Strong rand dulls gold's lustre on
JSE

Davies reckoned that gold has a “strong investment case”
as an “alternative hard currency”.

Sfiso Buthelezi: The word radical
may scare, but it's same as
inclusive growth

“In fact, gold is the only hard currency where the holder
does not have to rely on governments to do the right thing.
In the case of all other currencies today, the holder submits
to faith in the government of the country that issues the
currency,” he said.
“It’s an excellent time to be entering into gold,” Davies
said, “due to its fair pricing and because investors get
optionality at current prices”.

Downgrades will make doing
business tougher  CEO
Stay invested despite
downgrades, say analysts
Gigaba in lastditch bid to sway
Moody's on downgrade call

According to Davies, gold offers an “upside link” to catastrophes – whether they’re political, military
or natural.

All eyes are on Africa and
SA as the WEF on Africa
gets underway in Durban.
Related links:
Zuma: I reshuffled my
Cabinet to make room for
young people
PICS: Protesters march
on WEF Africa
'No chance in hell'
opposition will remove
Zuma, says Gigaba
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READ: Emotional influence is shaping global risks in posttruth world – report
Bulllion is particularly optimistic about the prospects for gold among other things because the US
and the greenback are facing significantly increased risks, while South Africa and the rand are in the
same boat with regard to risks.

SA's 'Gumtree for gamers'
sees massive growth

With regard to the US, Davies said SA Bullion envisions geopolitical and military “missteps” from
the Trump administration.

Local website GamesTrader has become a hub to
buy, sell and trade game titles for consoles online.

South Africa on the other hand is governed by a compromised and problematic president (Jacob
Zuma) and administration.

Your password is terrible and everyone
wants to fix that

A ‘mismanaged economy’
According to Davies, South Africa’s economy has been “appallingly mismanaged” by the Zuma
government from the outset.
The credit ratings downgrade by S&P Global and Fitch in the first week of April, will mean
government’s access to capital markets will shrink dramatically. “This means that government will
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Groceries keep stores alive in digital age –
research
SA man creates machine to test prototypes
at a third of the cost
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more speculative,
and therefore
expensive,
lenders of capital,”
Davies said.
READ: Downgrade: Our people will be worse off  CEOs
“The cost of new borrowings will therefore go up significantly and compounding the problem is the
lack of institutional skills and capacity at National Treasury (following the appointment of Malusi
Gigaba as Finance Minister and Sfiso Buthelezi as his deputy).”
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The new ministry will have difficulty convincing lenders to take on new South African debt, Davies
opined.
How does SA selfrectify?
“In a ‘good scenario’ South Africa, provided there’s good leadership, will rise slowly until in 20 years’
time it is again able to acquire an investmentgrade rating and a new era of vitality will begin,”
Davies said.
But in a bad scenario "South Africa will have new leaders who will protect Zuma … the rand will
decline considerably, stateowned entities and social programmes will sink and perhaps collapse,
and the country will rapidly start resembling most other African states", he concluded.
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Gold Brands brings UK's Café Rouge to SA
ﬁn24.com/Companies/Reta…
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Gold Brands brings UK's Café Rouge to SA
South African fast-food franchising company Gold Brands is bringing the UK
casual-dining brand Café Rouge to South Africa.

President Jacob Zuma's decision to
sign the Fica Bill into law:
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Will make it difficult for politically
influential people to do business
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INFOGRAPHIC: Employment Equity stats as a glance
Transformation in the labour sector is moving at a snails pace, according to
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repossess your home'
British inventor takes flight in 'Iron Man' suit
New issue plagues Samsung Galaxy S8's best
feature
Euro weakens as markets look past Macron
victory
Dollar climbs further as Fed hike talk builds
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